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What We See – Fraud Reporting

At least 1% of NHS funding is 
vulnerable to fraud

However

• 69% of organisations recorded no fraud 
identified from reactive investigation

• 76% of organisations recorded no fraud 
prevented

• 82% of organisations recorded no funds 
recovered from reactive investigations

• 77% of organisations recorded no 
sanctions of any type



Opportunity - Data and the NHS

• Electronic data captured at the point of almost every interaction with the NHS (patient, 

staff, supplier).  

• Covid taught the world digitisation is paramount, with many manual practices becoming 

digital to accommodate the pandemic and remaining in effect. 

e.g. GP appointment can now be conducted by video; every element of which is 

data (Images can be turned into numbers) 

• Estimates suggest NHS data is worth £10bn a year through operational savings, improved 

patient outcomes and wider benefits to the economy

…but the value to research, e.g. bespoke patient treatment plans that include genomic 

data from cradle to grave - surely priceless.

Our shared fraud challenge is ensuring as much money as possible goes 

towards ensuring patients get the best standard of care.



Challenge - Data and the NHS

• Only 20% of NHS organisation are digitally mature. With 86% having a form of 

electronic patient record in place. But the majority of NHS services yet to have a 

digital foundation in place (UK Gov’t, June 2023).

• UK Gov’t estimates that digitally mature trusts operate with approximately 10% 

improved efficiency compared with their less digitally mature peers.

• This extends to mitigation and prevention of fraud through oversight and deterrence

e.g. the ability to detect and prevent fraud through scanned copies of paper-based 

invoices as opposed to structured datasets that can be analysed.

The NHS data ecosystem is made up of multiple fragmented and geographically dispersed data silos 

often even scattered across several sites.

Consistent and centrally held datasets are few and far between, even where the same systems are in 

use.
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The NHSCFA Approach 

• Structured approach to analytical enquiry through the 

application of data.

• The core of our approach always starts with “THE PROBLEM” 

and then focussing on answering the problem presented. 

• This approach formed part of the design of the Cabinet Office 

Analytical Standards.

ONLY THEN CAN YOU:

1. Answer the business questions/ requirements presented at the 

beginning of a project.

2. Illustrate knowledge, information, and insights derived from the 

analysed data.

3. Tell ‘the story’ in way that contains valuable and relevant result-

focussed recommendations or anomalies



Opportunity – A Developed CF Analytical Framework

❑ Explore where / if the data exists and how it can be 
accessed

❑ Process raw data (is it in the right format / structure, 
joined and filtered from multiple systems)

❑ Clean the data, Is this always necessary? Some data 
need to be “dirty” to find the outlier

❑ Contextual recognition– Is there anything else in 
the data that has emerged?  What is the data telling 
us? 

❑ Application of appropriate analytical approach (for 
NHSCFA this is currently business rules and 
application of knowledge) 

❑ Report findings to inform decision making / action 
and use the knowledge gained to improve & monitor

THIS DOESN’T OCCUR IN ISOLATION!

• Happens multiple times in one project (we 

call them iterations)

• Projects can grow and expand



• Utilise a formalised tasking process to transform 
high assurance intelligence packages into counter 
fraud investigations

Successful outcome – sanctions & redress (£)

Investigation

• Undertake proactive data projects to derive 
fraud loss through outlier detection 

Successful outcome – Outliers indicative of fraud

Information Analytics 

Information 
from 
external 
parties (the 
public, 
wider NHS, 
Police etc.)

• Turn information received from internal /external 
stakeholders into intelligence packages for 
potential investigation

• Extrapolate fraud risks to estimate financial loss
Successful outcome – inference of fraud and 
extrapolated estimations of fraud loss (£)

Intelligence 

Data from 
external 
sources 
(other NHS 
bodies and 
wider 
sources)

• Develop fraud prevention activity through policy 
change, new guidance, education etc.

 
Successful outcome – changed behaviour (i.e. 
fraud prevented) (£)

Fraud Prevention 

Problem-centric approach and domain expertise

Identified fraud risks (system weaknesses)
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Original investigation

Dental Split Treatments
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finding

18 months custodial 

sentence

Approx £28m a 

year (awaiting 

remeasure)

36 cases referred 

(ongoing 

investigations)

£47.2m saved since 

2013/14

In practice:  Dental Case Study



Challenge: Advanced Tools & 
Methods 

Not one tool fits all - depends on several factors

•  Data (qualitative / quantitative)

•  Problem 

•  Desired Outcome 

Once you have all these factors then a specific 
algorithm or approach can be identified and applied. 

More than one approach/method/algorithm in most 
instance must be used. For example, rule based with 
clustering to produce a risk base output 

• Rules (if you can see the pattern, we can build)

• Statistics – exploration / sampling 

• ML – supervised / unsupervised / semi-supervised



Machine Learning and Counter Fraud 

Machine 
Learning 

Unsupervised

(data driven)

Supervised

(task driven)

Reinforcement

(learn from 
errors) 

Semi Supervised

(domain knowledge 
and ML) 

Three main types of machine learning, dependant 

on problem to be answered and data available (This 

will determine the method and algorithm(s) used) 

Most methods use Supervised: a fraud flag 

(classified/labelled) is applied to the individual 

record e.g. credit card fraud

Second method is Unsupervised. No flag/no label 

- but very limited to what methods can used.  

• No Fraud Flag captured within NHS fraud cases 

and applied to individual records. But this is 

prevalent within the fraud domain.

• Semi supervised is a way to use domain 

knowledge and create the needed flag required to 

use supervised ML algorithms (weaker 

statistically) 

Models improve over time with more examples of 

fraudulent behaviour

Many outliers are statistically insignificant 

(0.001%)



Machine Learning Examples in NHSCFA



What is this data telling us? 

• All data has a story, but understanding 
it is more complicated.

• Even when applying a methodology 
data science framework, often a table 
of data offers no insight into the 
problem.

• Behaviour and patterns continue to be 
hidden from view

• For example: what does this data tell 
you?  
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The lesson?

• More than one method must be used (rule based and scientific) 

• Nothing ever 100%, only confirmed by using a domain expert (who knows what a dinosaur 

looks like)

• Tools give us the ability to break the data down, but the story of the data is often more than face 

value



NHS fraud is within NHS activity – which inherently concerns patients, staff and stakeholders.

No data = no analytics = no outcomes 

NHSCFA owns very little bulk data – most we must access from wider stakeholders (e.g. NHSBSA) through 
formalised data shares.

--

Challenge: Access to data 

The investigative elements within counter fraud naturally utilise very specific data requests which 

are well established through criminal legislation 

…as a more recent development for CF activity, the legal gateways for bulk data are far less 

developed

…The DPA and GDPR caused a very risk adverse environment for data sharing, even where there 

is a strong public interest.

And of course, the public MUST have confidence in 

how we access and use data



This historically has provided challenge: data access issues can impede, impair and even prevent projects 

being undertaken.

NHSCFA has developed a mature approach, but no option is perfect (or without risk or delay):

Anonymise data

• Ensures swifter/smoother data 
shares

• No need for legal gateways –
MOU’s, ISAs, NHSCFA 
mandate is sufficient

• Limits what can be achieved

• Necessitates follow-up 
requests WITH personal data 
to utilise findings

Pseudonymise data

• Ensures swifter/smoother data 
shares

• The pseudonymisation tool 
must be developed, tested and 
used

• Distinct pseudonymisation 
critical

• Prevents using personal data 
(i,e, surname, NI no.) to join to 
separate datasets

Access and use personal data

• Allows use for intended 
purpose 

• No developmental steps to 
remove/edit the dataset

• Necessitates development of 
DPIA’s, MOU’s etc within the 
framework of a legal gateway

• Legal frameworks can be open 
to interpretation and provide 
an easy excuse

Opportunities: Access to data 

This is supported by:

• Sound stakeholder engagement / domain expertise

• The problem centric approach  - no fishing expeditions!

• Legal basis 

• Support and emphasis from senior management to overcome hurdles



Our shared challenge

Returning to the beginning - the scale of the 

problem (£1.19bn)

• Our interests are aligned, and we have a 
shared responsibility to safeguard our NHS.

• Naturally, directing resource is critical, 
particularly at a local level.

• Prevention is always the best solution.

• The value of assurance, regardless of findings.

• Recognising that AI, ML and advanced 
analytics takes a lot of time and specialist tools 
– an accessible solution is needed NOW

Risks of the wrong approach

• “Analysts, analyse!” – untargeted analysis

• The push to ‘Go Big’ immediately and the 
danger of drowning in data

• Forgetting that analytics is only part of a 
wider process – what matters is what you can 
do with it

• Forgetting a tool is just that. Data is the fuel.

So, how can a proactive data culture be instilled in localised counter fraud activity across the 

NHS?



Shared opportunities 

1)  Play to your advantages

The domain knowledge is already present and available “in-house”

…as is the data itself, held in a single, consistent format

Development of a problem centric approach in house that is bespoke to your 

circumstances – with the opportunity to escalate

Start small and focussed – use a real case example

Develop a collaborative approach led by localised experts



Shared opportunities

2)   Use what you have

The most fundamental and useful tool for proactive analysis is data matching, which can be 

achieved on Microsoft Excel.

… as can rule based analysis, using “IF” statements

--

Utilise existing data matching – 

e.g. the National Fraud Initiative (NFI) 

    

NHSCFA Disseminations – Less than 2% of the disseminations shared by NHSCFA from 1st 

April to end of June 2023 resulted in an incident or investigation being recorded on the 

NHSCFA Case Management System
….Even if it doesn’t find an outlier, it may find a 

‘problem’



Shared opportunities

3) Know your 

organisation

The counter fraud perspective

 - strengths, weaknesses, assurance, 

ambiguity.

Policy meeting practice

The nature of your counter fraud 

provision – both proactive and 

reactive.

Context against a wider picture

• A tool for LCFS’s, Fraud Champions, Directors of Finance 

and Audit Committee Chairs

• Launching in Late Nov / Early Dec

• A quarterly reporting tool, delivered directly to your inbox 

via URL 

• Bespoke reporting on your health body, against the wider 

context 



Purpose:

Performance

Insight

Support

Return on 

investment for 

counter fraud 

provision

Highlight best 

practice in 

counter fraud 

activity

Identify emerging 

fraud risks

Encourage 

collaboration and 

wider activity

Reactive and 

proactive 

effectiveness

Increase perception 

and engagement 

from influential 

stakeholders 
X  Saying what is 

right or wrong, 

only what ‘is’ - 

and where it is 

comparable



• Return on 

Investment

• Cost / compliance 

matrix

• Sector/national 

averages

Proactive  Reactive

Your Org

Your Peers

National Picture

DoF / ACC only 

Structure of reports



Screenshot utilise 

dummy data 

intended for 

demonstration 

purposes only.
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The Future 

Data is now a valuable commodity but to fully realise its potential depends 

entirely on its application: treat data as an asset, but recognise its limitations 

alone.

A proactive, problem led approach is possible at all levels: 

• Commence with the problem.

• Avoid the urge to ‘go big’ or complex immediately - start small and scale up

• Domain expertise is key

• Advanced AI and ML is a game changer, but the fundamentals are more 

important than anything.

The new External 

Reporting Tool : Watch 

this space! (launch and 

workshops to support 

use)



Thank you 
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